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WE AREWE ARE
WHO

Soprix Corporate Services Provider, A company registered in the Emirates of Dubai in the
United Arab Emirates under Dubai Economic Department license number 859390, with
our registered address: Office 1703, 17th Floor, Iris Bay Tower, Business Bay, Dubai,
United Arab Emirates. With extensive experience of more than 12 years in the UAE, the
company was established to be a leader and innovator of a one-stop integrated business
solutions in todays’ niche market with end-to end workforce operations across UAE with
high standards for quality and creditability.

WE HELP YOUWE HELP YOU
HOW

We provide you the chance to focus 100% on your business’s core activities and we take care
of other support functions, this will help you to stay focused on what actually matters to your
business and clients.

WE DOWE DO
WHAT

What each and every business in today market needs? 
Regardless of what sector your business in, you need the right people to work for you, you
need the right message to send to your client and manage how they preserve you, and you
need the business activities and employees status to be in line with the regulations.



VISIONVISION
OUR

A service provider for the most admired for its people, partnership and performance.

MISSIONMISSION
OUR

To be the leading service provider that commits to connect with the quality services of our
people, partnering with our clients and performance within.

VALUESVALUES
OUR

Our values portray who we are, who we have always been, and what we stand for:
- Integrity
- Quality
- Responsibility
- Result Oriented



BUSINESSBUSINESS
YOUR

Recruit
the Right People

Communicate
The Right Message

Show
The Right Image

Be inline
With Regulations

We help you with your Manpower and

Overseas Recruitment needs from countries

like: India, Nepal, Pakistan, Srilanka,

Bangladesh, Uganda, Kenya, Ghana, Algeria,

Morocco, Egypt, Syria, Jordan, etc.

Social Media Accounts Management

Website Design & Development Services

Mobile App Development

Corporate Photography & Videography

Promotional Gifts Printing

Branded Stationary

Signboards Design

we help you capturing valuable imagery you

can use for marketing for years to come and

sharing your brand’s message and showcase

the culture of your company. from

photography of Commercial Products, to

Corporate profile videos, and Corporate Events

Outsource your PRO function to us and our

team will ensure that your business activities

as well as your employees visas are always in

line with regulations, on time, in a cost

effective way



Recruit
The Right People

ANDAND
OVERSEASOVERSEAS

RECRUITMENTRECRUITMENT

MANPOWER
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Our team of thoroughbred HR professionals with expertise in various verticals of Recruitment Cycle. With a deep

understanding of international manpower recruitment processes, in addition to our wide network spread over major

Labour markets and has a clientele spread over various countries specializing in all verticals of Recruitment and at

various levels. we provide perfect hiring solutions to maximize our client’s manpower potential from countries like:

India, Nepal, Pakistan, Srilanka, Bangladesh, Uganda, Kenya, Ghana, Algeria, Morocco, Egypt, Syria, Jordan, etc.

TEAMTEAM
OUR

Our selection criteria includes several key components that will need to be verified before the recruitment process

begins. For example, we would need to establish the skills and experience required, technical competencies and key

performance indicators for the position, which would be provided in writing for your approval. We will then create the

Job Personality Profile to provide us with the personality traits to look for during the recruitment process.

Soprix uses a personality profile system to profile both the job and candidate personalities. We will analyse the job’s

required traits and the adaptations that may be made in behaviour, in order to meet the needs of a working situation.

This provides us with the key personality traits that we will be looking for during the recruitment process and forms

the basis for the behavioural based interview questions.

PROCESSPROCESS
OUR

We listen to our client to identify

each trait required for their

position; skills, experience, and

attitude. Our priority is to get

background information relative to

the job. The more information we

gather, the more successful the

placement.

11STEP
It is this early stage that makes what we do unique.

Firstly, we actively source candidates using standard

online and print advertising, candidate database and

candidate referrals. Secondly, we utilize our extensive

personal networks. We have a strong network of proven

candidates that reflect the ethos and the quality of what

we do in their own work, and we attempt to avail of

these where possible.

22STEP

The best candidates are further

shortlisted and interviewed face-to-

face. Applying all the information

we gathered in Step 1 and vast

industry knowledge of the

recruiters, we can make an

accurate judgment to whether the

candidate is exactly what the client

wants.

33STEP
We verify all the

candidate’s abilities,

work history and

qualifications. If a client

requires we can also

facilitate Drug and

Alcohol tests as well as

Police Clearance checks

44STEP
The successful candidate is

placed with our client. If the

client feels that the candidate is

not fully suited then we offer to

replace the candidate free of

charge. Our account managers

will be available to liase with

the client throughout the

replacement process.

55STEP



Our recruiters are specialized recruiters to most industries across Globe and have capability and experience in

sourcing professionals from Junior to Senior levels across the Globe.

RECRUITERSRECRUITERS
OUR

Civil Services

- Civil

- Mining Drainers

- Farmworkers

- General Labourers

- Project Managers

- Site/Project Engineers

- Supervisors

- Construction Managers

- Contracts Administrators

- Estimators

- Alliance Managers

- Planners/Schedulers

- Quality Managers

- Environmental/Safety Professionals

- Surveyors

- Superintendents

CONSTRUCTION

- Block Masons

- Plaster Masons

- Ceramic Masons

- Tilers

- Shuttering Carpenters

- Steel Fixers

-Aluminium Fabricators

-General Labours

MEP Services

- Plumbers

- Building Electricians

- AC Technicians

- Ductmen Insulators

- Pipe fitters

- HVAC Technicians

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

Soft Services Hard Services

- Receptionists & Concierges

- Housekeepers & Jonetorials

- Helpdesk Operators

- Valet Drivers

- Assets management staff

- Security Guard,

Security Supervisor,

CCTV Operators

- MEP Technicians

- Facility Managers

- BMS Operators

- Mechanical & Electrical 

 Helpers

- All kind of staff for   

 maintenance projects

HOSPITALITY

- Baker

- Cook

- Sous Chef

- Chef

- Prep chef

- Dishwashers

- Desk Clerks

- Housekeepers

- Janitors

- Support Staff

- Bellhops

- Reservations Clerks

- Guest Service

Representatives

FMCG

- Category Managers

- Brand Managers

- Product Managers

- Sales & Marketing Executives

- Merchandisers

- Cashiers

- Sales & Delivery Drivers

HEAVY EQUIPMENT,TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS

- Hydraulic Crane Operators

- Mobile Crane Operators

- Excavators

- Shovel Operators

- Bull Dozer Operators

- Single Drum Operators

- Forklift Operators

- Crane Operators

- Wheel Loaders

- Trailers Drivers

- Bus Drivers

- Mini Bus Drivers

- Pickup Drivers

- Dumper Drivers

- Truck Drivers

- LTV Drivers

- Taxi Drivers

- Bike Drivers



Communicate
The Right Message

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT
MARKETING



We help you do better with our creative and innovative marketing strategies so you can grow your business and

successfully navigate the digital world. We work harder, we think smarter and challenge ourselves every day to drive

industry standards and smash our clients’ expectations. We are preparing for tomorrow, are you?

People, their devices and their data are increasingly connected, collapsing the point of

brand engagement and the point of transaction. The result? People are spending more

time in media than ever before. Media can no longer be treated as a commodity. Media is

the dominant connection between people and brands and the most powerful asset for

businesses to understand their existing and potential customers as real people. The most

progressive marketers are reinventing themselves around media to accelerate brand

growth. This means redefining the ambition that our clients have for media by asking

questions about their business, using real people data to challenge assumptions.

WE DELIVER OUR PROMISE
THROUGH FOUR CORE
BELIEFS:

11

22 33

44

WE BELIEVE IN MEDIA’S POWER TO
TRANSFORM BUSINESS:

With people now in control, delivering a relevant brand

experience at the right time in the right place is no

longer optional, it’s a business imperative. Brands must

now earn attention. This means redefining our

approach to insight, moving from proxies and personas

to understanding individuals as real people. It means

developing our own powerful data assets that, when

combined with our clients’ own first-party data, make

new levels of customer insight possible. It means

expanding our data science capabilities to provide

deeper audience understanding, going beyond media

to influence messaging and the full customer

experience.

WE BELIEVE THAT BRANDS MUST UNDERSTAND
REAL PEOPLE

We are in the business of earning

attention, where creativity and innovation

have never been more important. This

means redefining our approach to strategy

and planning, reframing the output from

consumer led ecosystem plans to people

led experience plans. It means leading

clients to investment decisions that span

media, technology, data and content.

Building solutions that reach and engage

our client’s consumers in the most

personal, immersive and contextually

relevant ways. Grounding every choice and

decision in business performance.

WE BELIEVE THAT RELEVANT

EXPERIENCES IN MEDIA BUILD

ICONIC BRANDS

Our ambition; every decision is grounded in the business benefit for our clients. We’re able to lead them to

sharper investment decisions by demystifying and simplifying the complexity media now brings and

bringing everything back to performance. It means being focused on both short term performance of a

campaign to drive sales, as well as measuring the longer term brand and business impact. It means

redefining: The accountability we take for the impact of our actions on our client’s business performance.

Developing progressive commercial frameworks that reward on outcomes and support trusted

relationships with clients.

WE BELIEVE THAT BRANDS MUST UNDERSTAND REAL PEOPLE



Communicate
The Right Message

ACCOUNTSACCOUNTS
MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT

SOCIAL MEDIA



Social media has evolved rapidly over the last decade and today, heavily influences how businesses (a) communicate

and engage with their customers; and (b) generate new business and impact revenue. 

Whether you're a B2C or B2B focused business, social media can radically improve the marketing performance of your

business.  At Soprix, we offer a full range of Social Media services that generate tangible business results.

MEDIAMEDIA
SOCIAL

Social Media Strategy Development: Strategy

sounds scary. It isn’t. It’s the guide rail keeping

you moving in the right direction. We create

really good guide rails. Developing a social media

marketing strategy is important as it allows your

social media communication and presence to be

aligned with your business goals and helps you in

reaching your target audience. At Soprix, we

understand social media is not simply content

creation and posting, it requires strategic and

tactical execution in order to cut through the

marketing clutter and stop thumbs from

scrolling. Our social media experts will help you

develop a social media strategy with the right

message, on your target audience’s preferred

platform and in the most engaging way.

STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

Knowing what your competition is doing on social media

and their presence is important to position yourself as “the”

better company. Soprix helps you to analyse competitor

behaviour, patterns and understand their social media

approach. Using this information, we can in turn help you

refine your social media strategy and ensure you have an

edge within their market.

COMPETITOR
BENCHMARKING

Content strategy development consists in

analysing your business, industry, competitors

and platform selection to spot opportunities for

more relevant content creation that are in line

with your business goals. Our social media

content experts adapt a successful work process

that starts with setting the content pillars to be

aligned with your brand identity, defining

communication objectives, and creating a

comprehensive content calendar.

CONTENT
STRATEGY

Social media marketing is a crucial tool as it builds brand

awareness and engagement. Community management

operations include responding to customer comments

and questions to demonstrate your brand’s reliability,

ensure positive reviews and ratings. Our dedicated social

media community managers know how important

instant messages are, hence, they are up all the time to

provide relevant information to your consumers.

COMMUNITY
MANAGEMENT

New reporting and analysis techniques are coming up

every day to adjust your social media marketing

campaigns and make it more accurate. The multiple

reporting features embedded across all social media

platforms, and provided by third-party applications,

enable a detailed tracking of an amplitude of metrics and

dimensions to grant users more control over their

campaigns to help them achieve their goals. Our social

media marketing experts are well aware of analytical tools

to report comprehensive data.

REPORTING AND
ANALYTICS



Communicate
The Right Message

DESIGN ANDDESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENTDEVELOPMENT

WEBSITE 



Your website is the first stop for anyone considering your company so you need to make sure it grabs their attention

and gives them the right call to action. Many businesses lose customers before they have ever even met them, and

they have their websites and their apps to thank for that.

Your investment into your online presence is an investment into the future and we know how to make budgets work

hard and deliver the results that you need.

We focus on research, data and understanding of your objectives so that we can truly deliver a platform that will allow

your consumers to get exactly what they are looking for, first time.

From designing, launching, upgrading and hosting we are a digital extension of your team. Our collaborative and

transparent approach means that we put you and your target audience at the center of the process and together we

help to bring your brand to life.

As technology advances, we continually work to optimize the user experience, measure performance and suggest

advanced solutions.

We do websites, using a multitude of languages and platforms – and we’re quick.

Bringing your full digital footprint together, Soprix, the leading web design & web development company in Dubai,

UAE can help you design and develop world-class websites from the ground up. Making sure that we’re considering

everything to boost your online presence, our websites are designed to fully reach your target audience and goals.

WEBSITEWEBSITE
YOUR

PROCESSPROCESS
OUR

Our development process

starts with understanding

your brand, needs, pain

points, and develop an

appropriate timeline and

project plan.

11 DISCOVERY
We conduct market research on

your industry and competitors

and interview internal

stakeholders, to construct a

tailored strategy

22 ESEARCH
User Experience is everything. This helps us

define the key features, functionalities, and

structure of your new website.

33 USER EXPERIENCE

After UX, we create the interface that

guides users through your website, driving

them to features, content, and conversion

44 USER INTERFACE
Our design includes

sophisticated and

custom elements to

deliver your brand image

and drive conversions

55 DESIGN
From a beautiful design to a custom-

coded website, the development phase

brings your digital vision to life.

66 DEVELOPMENT

From a beautiful design to a custom-

coded website, the development phase

brings your digital vision to life.

77 QUALITY ASSURANCE
Not only do we offer 90 days bug free support

after launch, we work with you long term helping

you build your brand and platform.

88 GROWTH /  SUPPORT 



Show
The Right Image

PHOTOGRAPHY &PHOTOGRAPHY &
VIDEOGRAPHYVIDEOGRAPHY

CORPORATE



Define your image, your image is your brand! At Soprix, we help you capturing valuable imagery you can use for

marketing for years to come and sharing your brand’s message and showcase the culture of your company.

YOUR IMAGE IS YOUR BRANDYOUR IMAGE IS YOUR BRAND
DEFINE YOUR IMAGE

PRODUCTSPRODUCTS
COMMERCIAL

We shoot commercial product photos at our own studio

or at your location. We shoot everything from small

hand held items up to large buildings. Products can be

delivered to our studio, your images captured and the

products returned via courier. We can also take a variety

of images both in studio and on location to highlight

the product’s size, intended use and dynamics.

Following the shoot, the best images are selected and

professionally edited and colour corrected and prepared

for use online or in print media. High resolution image

files are supplied.

STORYTELLINGSTORYTELLING
CORPORATE

What’s your business story? We can liaise with your

marketing team to ensure we have a clear

understanding of the key messages your organization

wants to communicate. We then create a complete

image library for your business.

We start with professional business portraits, then move

on to work place images with your staff, capturing the

environment and ethos of your business, from reception

to customer service and behind the scenes. 

We then photograph your offices, warehouses,

machinery and products to creatively illustrate a day in

the life of your company

PROFILE VIDEOSPROFILE VIDEOS
CORPORATE

Your corporate profile video is your video business card.

Once added to your website / social media your

corporate profile video is working 24/7 to showcase your

products, services, people and brand

All corporate profile videos include videography and

film editing, licensed music, headings and your

animated logo.

EVENTSEVENTS
CORPORATE

We help you document your business conferences,

events, team building programs and charity events. We

capture every detail of your corporate event including

guest speakers, products, displays, awards and

entertainment.

Following the event, the best images are selected and

professionally edited to ensure minor blemishes are

removed and prepared for use online or in print media.

We can film your corporate events from all day

documentation to short promotional videos including

guest speakers, team events and interviews.



Show
The Right Image

GIFTS ANDGIFTS AND
PROMOTIONALPROMOTIONAL

ITEMSITEMS

CORPORATE



Corporate gifts are valuable giveaways to clients, staff or business

associates and can be offered as an incentive or thank you for a

job well done.

Promotional gifts can be an effective tool in your promotional,

advertising and marketing strategies. Everything we offer can be

printed with your company logo or company name which makes

them a great promotional gift that help your business to benefit

from easy customization while enjoying competitive prices. Our

Exclusive range covers T shirts, Caps, Desk top items, Leather

accessories, Electronic items, Garments, Novelty Gifts, Writing

Instruments, Toys, Bags, Crafts and Medals and many more. We

are also pleased to offer good selection of ECO and PVC-free

items, to help you go greener.

For full catalog of available gifts, please visit:

https://www.soprix.com/promotional-gifts

AND PROMOTIONAL ITEMSAND PROMOTIONAL ITEMS
CORPORATE GIFTS

Think of your company’s fleest and staff uniform as

free advertising; using the company colors/logo on

marketing materials creates an immediate visual

representation of your brand, having your fleet and

staff uniform branded with you logo and colors help

your business:

- Customers can identify your brand

- Increase customer loyalty

- Easier for customers to remember your brand name

- sets you apart from the competition

- Free advertising and can attract new customers

BRANDINGBRANDING
FLEET & UNIFORM
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